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      Since distorted reports are appearing in media about the bitcoin case, it is 

stated that investigation conducted by CCB has been done in a fair and 

professional manner. It is to emphatically state that s

being floated based on  

vehemetly denied. Hence the facts related to the case are being clarified as 

under- 

It is stated that on 04.11.2020, based on the credible information 

regarding a drug consignment  procured through darknet

one accused and seized 500 grms of Hydro Ganja. In this regard, a

registered at K G Nagar police station under Cr No 91/2020 U/s 20(b) NDPS 

Act.  During further  investigation,  ten other accused persons including 

Srikrishna @ Srikhi were secured and arrested.  

 During the interrogation of accused Srikrishna, he confessed before IO

about his involvement in alleged hacking of many Crypto Currency Websites. 

Since a cognizable offence was made out, a complaint was  registered in 

Cottonpet police station Cr No 153/2020

  It isstated that neither any Bitcoins 

hacker Srikrishna, nor any bitcoin 

investigation of Crypto Currency, it was felt necessary to open a Bitcoin 

account. Accordingly, Government 

account was obtained.  During the 

accused srikrishna  showed  a BTC wallet, which contained  31.8 BTC. Wallet 
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that neither any Bitcoins were transferred from the account of 

rikrishna, nor any bitcoin was lost.It is a fact that for the purpose of 

investigation of Crypto Currency, it was felt necessary to open a Bitcoin 

Government orderdated 08.12.2020 to open Bit coin 
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password was changed in the presence of cyber experts, Government panchas, 

and entire procedure was recorded under  mahazer and submitted to Hon’be 

court.  

Subsequently, Court permission was obtained to use password to transfer 

the said Bit coins to police wallet account. Upon reaching the said wallet  

shown by the accused Srikrishna, it  showed  186.811 Bitcoins. On enquiry, 

Cyber experts opined that  the said account claimed by accused as his personal 

account, was infact a live wallet of an exchange  and accused did not have 

private key for this. Hence,the said account was left untouched and as a result, 

no BITCOINS was transferred to Police wallet. The case has been 

chargesheeted along with the above facts and related documents and is now Sub 

judice. 

It is very clear police has acted in a very transparent manner involving 

outside domain experts and appropriately recording all the proceedings, which 

were submitted to the Court. It is to firmly reiterate that at no stage, anything 

was done which could jeopardise fair investigation and process of law. 

Investigation was done by a team of proferssional officers under close supersion 

and in continous consultation / presence of reputed and external experts, without 

any external influence or interference.  

The claim made on Whale Alert that 14,682 stolen bitfinex bitcoins were 

transferred is completely unsubstantiated.And there is nothing to suggest that it 

had originated from Bangalore. The law enforcement system/ investigating 

agencies work on certain procedures laid down by law of the land. They cannot 

act on unconfirmed, unknown social media handles/inputs. It is a matter of fact 

that even though arrest of the said accused attained wide media publicity,  till 

date no foreign law enforcement agencies nor any foreign companies have 

approached the Bangalore Police about any hacking, as claimed by accused. 
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Even representatives of Bitfinex company have neither shared any details of the 

alleged hack nor sought any information so far.  

 Though, almost one year has lapsed after the alleged 1st transaction, no 

representatives of bitfinex/law enforcement agencies have contacted Blore 

Police or any other agency.  

The accused during his voluntary statement had made series of claims of 

high volume hacking of websites, without any specific details. Therefore, 

preliminary investigation was conducted to ascertain the veracity of claims 

made by him. Carefull examination of digital evidence by the cyber experts 

revealed that majority of his claims were unsubstantiated. This procedure took 

time and only after a report was sent to INTERPOL for further needfull at their 

end.   

It may be noted in none of the cases, there was any legal request or 

intimation by concerned country about any cases taken up by them with regard 

to claims made by the accused, nor any information about any hacking 

originating from Bengaluru city.  Nevertheless, since accused Srikrishna had  

claimed that he had hacked many  crypto currency websites, the matter was 

informed to CBI Interpol through proper channel on 28.04.2021. So that 

concerned countries  could be informed about the same.  The same information 

shared with ED along with case document on 03.03.2021. But, the investigation 

officers were in regular contact with officers of ED about the case. 

While accused Srikrishna was  produced before the Hon’ble court  on 

11.01.2021, and on enquiry by the Hon’ble Magistrate,  initially he submtted 

that police  have no  forced  to consumed drugs during  police custody. But as 

per the request of counsel for accused, again Court questioned the accused 

‘have you consumed ALPRAZOLAM’. To reply this question accused 

submitted that, he had ALPRAZOLAM during police custody. Hon’ble Court 

directed the IO to collect the blood and urine samples of accused  at Victoria 
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Hospital. Accordingly, IO brought him to Victoria Hospital on 12.01.2021, but 

since the tests could not be done in Victoria hospital, the same was brought to 

the notice of Hon’ble Court, Hon’ble court re-directed to Bowring Hospital. As 

per the direction of the court, blood and urine samples were collected at 

Bowring Hospital and submitted to FSL for scientific examination.  After 

examination, FSL have given negative report stating no presnce of drugs.  

Regarding the arrest procedures, when accused  Srikrishna was produced 

before magistrate on 18.11.2020, and on being enquired by Honble Magistrate 

rearding date of arrest, accused submitted that he was arrested on 17.11.2020. 

These facts are recorded on the Court orders. Further, a  writ petion was filed  

before the Hon’ble High Court of Karnataka vide Crl Petn number 96/2020, 

making varuious allegations with regard to the arrest.   After hearing,  the 

Hon’ble High Court dismissed  the petition and imposed a fine of rupees 

5000/-  

After arrest of accused Srikrishna, two other complainants  have lodged 

complaints, which were registered against him in Cyber police station and 

Ashoknagar police station are as follows- 

1. Cyber Crime police station Cr No 45/2020 U/s 66(c), 66(d) IT Act- 

Complaint given by Pacific Gaming Pvt Ltd, about haking of its online 

gaming apps. 

2. Ashoknagar police station Cr No 287/2020 U/s 46, 420 IPC- Complaint 

given that accused chetaed the complainant of Rs 28 lakhs, promising to 

give Bitcoins. In both  the cases, investigation completed and chargesheet 

have been submitted to Court.  

The investigation into above 3 cases was carried out in a transparent 

manner.  The cases (excluding Cr no 91/20 of KG Nagar PS) have been 

chargesheetd and pending before the Honble Court. Also, details have been 

regularly updated  with the concerned authorities and relevant agencies. 


